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 u   Wish you had accurate visibility into how your infrastructure 
and your outsourced IT provider are performing?

 u   Tired of managing with immature toolsets from multiple  
vendors that only give you part of the big picture? 

 u   Wish you could focus on strategic projects rather than  
struggle with mundane, repeatable IT tasks?

CMaaS is a groundbreaking, affordable  
solution that gives organizations the advantage  
of enterprise tools at a fraction of the cost—a huge 
competitive advantage.

GreenPages Cloud Management  
as a Service (CMaaS)  u   Manage Physical Resources: servers, desktops, laptops, 

mobile devices, UPSes, applications, IPtel systems, printers, 
switches, routers, firewalls, and storage platforms.

 u   Manage Virtual Resources: your entire virtual  
infrastructure and application stack, along with on-premise 
private cloud environments, vCloud director for example. 

 u   Manage Cloud Resources: virtual environments and  
applications located in any cloud-based resource (Terremark, 
Amazon, Rackspace, etc.) directly from the CMaaS Portal 
rather than logging into multiple systems.

More than just a view into your entire infrastructure— 
a command center where you can take action on all  
of your resources.

The CMaaS Portal: A Single Pane of Glass 
to Control Everything in Your Production 
Environment—Physical, Virtual, Cloud.

By orchestrating all of your point solution tools, CMaaS gives you one federated system from which to manage your entire infrastructure. 
And for any proprietary systems you may have in your environment, GreenPages’ application development team can develop APIs to  
integrate seamlessly into CMaaS. 

Out-of-the-Box Integration Capabilities
CMaaS connects to and enhances technologies you already have—no more 
struggling to manage multiple, disparate toolsets.

The CMaaS Portal
A Single Pane of Glass to Control Everything in Your Production Environment—Physical, Virtual, Cloud.
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GreenPages sets up CMaaS  
in your environment and 
then hands over complete 
management control to your 
IT Team. 

Great For: organizations 
that have a robust internal IT 
team spanning all skill levels 
but who are buried under 
multiple tools and myriad 
processes.

Four Levels of CMaaS:
Your Choice of Infrastructure Operations Options

Call GreenPages to Get Started.

Choose Different CMaaS Levels to Manage Specific IT Areas

GreenPages sets up CMaaS  
in your environment, tuned 
to your unique business  
and technology parameters, 
and then monitors,  
manages, and remediates 
your entire infrastructure  
for you (physical, virtual,  
and cloud), triaging all  
issues behind the scenes.

Great for: organizations 
that need their internal IT 
team completely free to  
focus on driving business 
through high priority,  
strategic IT initiatives.

All the benefits of CMaaS 
Monitoring PLUS patching, 
triage, and standard  
remediation services.  
GreenPages will work  
collaboratively with your  
IT team to bring problems  
to resolution, forwarding 
more severe issues to your 
internal IT team to handle.

Great for: organizations 
that need their IT team to 
work on a healthy balance  
of remediation as well as 
strategic IT initiatives.

GreenPages sets up CMaaS in 
your environment and then 
monitors your infrastructure 
for you, filtering out noise 
and forwarding your IT  
department relevant alerts  
to handle. 

Great For: organizations 
that need to free up IT time 
spent monitoring to focus 
more comprehensively on 
remediation challenges.

CMaaS Platform Only

CMaaS Monitoring

CMaaS Monitoring Plus

CMaaS Operations Management

CMaaS is an “As a Service” offering which means you can mix and match levels to manage different parts of your infrastructure.  
For example, choose Monitoring for servers, and choose Monitoring Plus for switches and network devices. 

Pricing: CMaaS is a per device, SaaS-based solution with an affordable, predictable monthly cost.

Revolutionizing the way organizations manage hybrid cloud environments.



GreenPages’ mission has always been to help clients successfully integrate physical and virtual environments to support their business. And now 
we’re proud to extend that integration and management expertise to service platforms. CMaaS is a groundbreaking enterprise-class management 
tool. But when backed by the smartest technology minds in the industry, it becomes revolutionary. 

Why GreenPages for CMaaS? 
State-of-the-art cloud management platform backed by expert technology talent

u   Discovery & Asset Management 
Auto-discover new devices in your networks and take the  
necessary steps to start monitoring and managing them.  
 
Discovery of devices is supported on a wide range of networks 
from physical to virtual to cloud. CMaaS encapsulates all  
your device information (interfaces, disks, CPU, BIOS)—as  
well as warranty details—as soon as devices are added to the 
managed pool. 

u   Remote Asset Management 
Pinpoint the exact geographical location of any of your  
mobile devices anywhere in the country.   
 
Not only can you locate exactly where any device is, at any 
time, you can control the device as needed. Stolen iPhone? 
CMaaS enables you to wipe the phone instantly, protecting 
valuable corporate information. 

u   Secure Access  
Time-bound, role-based access can be customized for each 
person or department.  
 
It can also be used to allow outside consultants/engineers  
access to specific systems at set times in a secure manner  
without the need to manage complex VPNs.

u   Reporting & Performance Analysis 
Physical resources don’t power business. Data and Business 
Intelligence power business. 
 
CMaaS’s library of customizable reporting templates gives you 
the power to create reports that CEOs and CIOs want to see—
with one click. Now your high value IT team can concentrate 
on strategic IT initiatives, not run around retrieving data from 
disparate systems and compiling incongruent reports.

u   Monitoring & Alerting 
CMaaS’s monitoring capabilities give you a consolidated view 
of all alerts across your physical, virtual, and cloud environment.  
 
Rather than switch between four or five different,  
proprietary systems—each monitoring a silo within your  
IT infrastructure—CMaaS aggregates the information so  
you only receive one alert, in one federated system, through  
a single pane of glass; no switching between consoles. 

u   Session Recording Capabilities 
Pinpoint the exact origin of system issues for faster resolution 
and less downtime. 
 
CMaaS records sessions of every modification made to any 
system being monitored in your environment so you can see 
who logged in, when, from where, and view every action—by 
keystroke—that was made. This transparency eliminates finger 
pointing (within your company, with outside consultants, or 
with manufacturers) and allows IT administrators to perform 
root cause analysis much faster.  
 
CMaaS recording capabilities also strengthen compliance 
by providing a clear audit trail. Plus, all recordings are fully 
hosted and stored off-premise so you aren’t using up premium 
space in your storage environment. 

u   Patching 
Systems and technology should just work; IT should be about 
enabling your business, not patching. 
 
CMaaS lowers your OpEx costs by automatically scanning for 
missing patches and pushing out system and firmware updates. 
CMaaS patches more than just Windows; it can ensure specific 
applications (e.g. SQL, Exchange), other OSes (e.g. Linux), and 
physical devices (e.g. routers, switches, firewalls) are all up to date.

u   Provisioning 
CMaaS lets you provision and de-provision resources  
dynamically—anywhere you want: physically, virtually,  
or in the cloud. 
 
Need a new file server? Just drag, drop and autodeploy. 
CMaaS’s automated provisioning capabilities dramatically 
decrease deployment time and allow you to instantly  
scale—without ever over- or under-provisioning  
your resources. 

u   Cloud Service Provider Management 
Onboard or remove Cloud Service Providers—fast. Goodbye 
gray areas. Hello checks and balances. 
 
CMaaS enables you to keep your cloud service providers honest 
by arming you with detailed, real-time, accurate performance 
data to ensure all SLAs are being met or exceeded.

GreenPages CMaaS Infrastructure Operations Features

Call GreenPages to Get Started.

GreenPages is a leading systems integrator and cloud services company that helps clients move toward software-defined, hyper-converged, 
and hybrid cloud infrastructure models to drive IT transformation, ITaaS, and business innovation. The company’s deep technology expertise, 
broad engineering certifications, and unique Cloud Management as a Service (CMaaS) solution provide clients across the U.S. with unparalleled 
visibility into and control of modern-era hybrid cloud environments.

www.greenpages.com     •       800-989-2989     •     kittery me     •     boston ma     •     new york ny     •     atlanta ga     •     tampa fl

About GreenPages Technology Solutions 


